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Outdoor activity and subject to weather conditions.

eco-conscious tourism.

Today, the mountain is an example of crisis due to trash discarded by climbers.

Mt. Takao Eco-Walking Tour

Step aboard the futurist Hotaluna/Himiko/Emeraldas for the best view of Tokyo's endless skyline. And enjoy the taste of Tokyo sake! (Approx. 60 min. Up to 70 people)

Hotaluna/Himiko/ Emeraldas Cruise with a Free Cocktail Reception

Samurai Training

Team-Building Taiko Lesson

Let’s play the “Taiko,” a traditional Japanese drum. This program concludes with members of your group playing together. Make a great team-building experience! (Approx. 60min. Up to 100 people)

Tokyo Sake Lecture & Tasting

It’s fun to learn about sake and taste it at the same time. Along with a lecture by specialists, the “Kagami-biraki,” sake barrel opening ceremony, creates a most memorable event. (Approx. 60-90 min. Up to 50 people)

OFFERS

FOR CORPORATE MEETINGS & INCENTIVE TRAVEL

The KonMari Method™ Workshop

A professional consultant will introduce you to the KonMari Method®, a tidying method based on Japanese values, that will teach you how to spark joy in your life. (Approx. 60 min. Up to 50 people)

Sushi Making

Learn about the craftsmanship of Edo-style sushi from a world acclaimed chef. Try your hand at making your own sushi and enjoy tasting your own creation. (Approx. 120 min. Up to 30 people)

Japanese Cooking with Tokyo Vegetables

Embrace the Japanese spirit of appreciating and fully utilizing locally grown ingredients, and have a go at recreating Tokyo’s best loved dishes. (Approx. 120 min. Up to 30 people)

1-Day Tama Nature Tour

During this one-day trip to western Tokyo, you can enjoy hiking, visiting temples and shrines in the Tama area, blessed with an abundance of nature. (Up to 30 people) Outdoor activity and subject to weather conditions.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The application must be submitted at least 1 month prior to your arrival in Tokyo and no later than FEB 26, 2021. Only applicants who reside outside of Japan are eligible. Applicant must be either an event owner (a company) or a representative of an overseas organization. Valid only for corporate meetings or incentive groups organized by private companies with a minimum of 100 visitor nights in Tokyo. Applications will be processed on a first-come, first-served basis. In the case that the number of applications exceeds our budget, the offer will be closed, and no subsequent applications will be considered.

Some programs may have a limit to the number of attendees due to the capacity of the venues. Tokyo Sake Lecture & Tasting is available while stocks last and are subject to change without prior notice. Tokyo Souvenirs are pre-selected and are not available while stocks last and are subject to change without prior notice. Some programs may have a limit to the number of attendees due to the capacity of the venues. In the case that the number of applications exceeds our budget, the offer will be closed, and no subsequent applications will be considered.
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WELCOME TO TOKYO

TCVB hosts cultural entertainment programs and offers giveaways and other promotions for corporate meetings and incentive travel in Tokyo based on “Visitor Nights.”

One “Visitor Night” equals one overnight stay in Tokyo by one overseas attendee.

Example: 50 group members x 2 nights = 100 Visitor Nights
200 group members x 2 nights = 400 Visitor Nights

100-199 Visitor Nights

100-199 Visitor Nights

TOKYO SOUVENIR
Specially designed items which capture memories of Tokyo. (Varied).

- GIVEAWAY (Cotton tote bag)
- AIRPORT WELCOME - VIP SOUVENIR

1,000 - 2,999 Visitor Nights

3,000 Visitor Nights

4,000 - 9,999 Visitor Nights

Buy two sets for consultation and guided city tours.

TOKYO SOUVENIR
“Furisode-san” Kimono Ladies Performance. (Approx. 15-20 min.)
Warm up your gala dinner or parties with Japanese hospitality offered by women wearing traditional kimonos, hairpins and Kimonosis. They welcome your guests by standing for photos, and entertain with a not-to-be-missed dance performance. (Approx. 10-15 min.)

Tokyo “Awaodori” Dance Performance
15 to 20 men and women fire up your group with lively rhythms and “Awaodori” dance movements. Try the dances yourself after the performance. (Approx. 15-20 min.)

“SiRO-A” Performance
Fusion of Tokyo
Experience an immersive journey through projection mapping and techno sound to pantomime and comedy, this nonverbal performance will bring joy to any audience. (Approx. 10-15 min.)

Kintsugi Workshop
“Yumibiyori: antiques into treasured possessions”
Kintsugi is the Japanese traditional art of mending broken ceramics while adding new value to the works. Learn how to give new life to precious pieces. (Approx. 90 min. Up to 50 people.)

Kagami-jishi Performance
Live Music Enjoy “Kagami-jishi,” a traditional performance, and a lecture revealing early show details such as the makeup application process. (Approx. 15-20 min.)

“Ikebana” Flower Arrangement Performance
Try an original yoga class inspired by the character in “Hokusai-Manga.” Immerse yourself in a different side of Tokyo. Explore the world of yoga at the city’s temples, museums or other legendary wonders. (Approx. 90 min. Up to 50 people)

We can assist overseas organizers and planners who are planning corporate meetings and incentive travel in Tokyo by supporting the costs associated with advance visits to the city, including airfare, lodging, and local transportation. Please contact our Business Events Team for more information.

Click here for more details.

Cultural Programs
Party Entertainment
Recommended for small groups (10-30 PAX)
Recommended for large groups (50-100PAX)

Time and maximum capacity indicated are provided as a quick reference. Please inquire as to the size of the group for each offering.

Download Application Forms
https://businesseventstokyo.org/services-support/special-offer-for-corporate-events/

For more information, please contact our Business Events Team.